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Who am I?

belenalbeza.com (coding) / benkoalbeza.com (writing)

Belén Albeza 
@ladybenko

http://belenalbeza.com
http://benkoalbeza.com


Concepts
🪷 Digital Garden

🔧 Tools for Thought

📓 Commonplace book

🗃 Zettlekasten



Commonplace book

• A notebook to compile 
knowledge and experiences 

• Personal 

• People would write down 
quotes, ideas, recipes, letters, 
tables with info, etc.

A lifelong companion



Digital Garden

• “Old-school” website 

• Non-linear / chronologic 
structure 

• Pages are densely linked to aid 
navigation and enhance 
discovery

The original website

wiki.xxiivv.com



Zettlekasten

• An analog personal information 
system 

• Based on pen&paper and loads 
of index cards 

• Used by Niklas Luhmann (a 
prolific scientist) 

• Notes had a unique ID that 
would allow to have 
“hyperlinks”

An information system



Tools for Thought

• Beyond notes apps 

• They allow us to capture of 
thoughts in writing, drawings, 
diagrams, audio… 

• And also make connections 
between them 

• Ex: Notion, Obsidian, Roam, 
Logseq, Tana, Muse, etc.

A new generation of apps



Can we have it all?
We can build our own commonplace book 

in the form of a digital garden 
and have a zettlekasten-like system to help with organization



Obsidian

• Markdown-based notes/wiki 
app 

• Free for personal use 

• Data is stored locally 

• 1 note == 1 file 

• Extensible via API + JS plugins 

• Fast search 

• Active community

Tool for Thought app



A note

• Markdown file 

• Frontmatter for metadata 
(tags, aliases, our custom data, 
etc) 

• Codeblocks, links to other 
notes, etc. 

• Backlinks and graph

in Obsidian







My vault

• 1000+ notes 

• For technical learning & 
reference 

• Collecting ideas 

• Also for other topics! Fiction 
writing, RPG DM’ing, cooking, 
etc. 

• Some personal notes, simple 
checklists, etc.

Started ~2 years ago



How do I work with my vault?
And why?



1 note = 1 idea

• I try to keep notes small and 
short. 

• Lookup is easier this way 

• Connecting to other notes is 
easier too 

• Less friction

Atomic notes



My own words

• We learn best when we do an 
effort of synthesizing, 
connecting, etc. 

• “Rubber ducking”, “Feynman 
technique”… all of them involve 
us explaining things 

• An active effort in curating 
(avoid collecting & forgetting) 

• Build your own opinions

Make notes, not “take” them

Opinionated



Link, link, link!

• A note with connections: 

• Enhances discoverability 

• But also… 

• Improves our learning 

• Might spark new ideas

Make connections between notes

!



Always WIP

• I use tags to categorize stages: 

• 🌱 #seedling: just created, 
need more connections 

• 🌿 #bud: more worked on, but 
still need more connections or 
development 

• 🌲 #forest: curated, well-
connected evergreen notes

The goal is “evergreen” notes

🌱 #seedling



Titles as statements

• I use a mostly flat note structure 
to avoid thinking “where do I file 
this note” 

• Instead of “Go slices” I have notes 
like: “Slices in Go are based on 
arrays”, “Slices in Go have a 
dynamic size”, “Slices and maps 
are pointers in Go”, etc. 

• Avoids filename collisions 

• Helps keeping your notes atomic

Embrace a flat structure Aliases!



Let’s see some types of notes
It might give you ideas for your own vault



An evergreen note

• Either my own thoughts or… 

• …a synthesis of multiple 
sources

A note in my own words



An idea

• Ideas for side projects, such as 
games, apps, etc.  

• Ideas for characters or pieces 
of world building for fiction 
writing / TTRPG, etc. 

• It helps giving peace of mind 
and making sure I’m not 
forgetting these things 😌

So I don’t forget



A literature note

• Capture quotes, fragments of 
videos, etc.  

• Grab the highlights of an 
ebook I read and compile the 
most relevant. 

• Summarize 3-5 key points of a 
book, lesson, etc. as takeaways 
(so I don’t have to read all the 
highlights/notes)

Sometimes I do take notes



A Map of Content

• Your gateway to a topic.  

• It’s developed over time, as you 
add notes about a topic and 
make connections. 

• It’s not a mere list of notes: add 
your own words to make it 
personal.

Like an index, but with superpowers



A learning log

• I like to do a summary after 
doing a code kata (what I 
practiced, which language I 
used, etc.) 

• You can use this for other 
topics: language learning, a 
project development, etc.

So I can see my progress



A dated entry

• Since a end-of-the-year 
reflection… 

• …to “I’m moving to a new city” 
checklist… 

• …or “I just need a place to do a 
brain dump”

Some thoughts are tied to a day



Why?
What’s the point of all of this?



Two modes of working
For your brain when learning

Focus Diffuse🧠
We’re actively engaged We’re “chilling”

• Reading 

• Writing 

• Active recall

• Making connections 

• Creative thinking

Source: "Learning How to Learn” by Barbara Oakley



Can we generate ideas on 
demand?

That’s the question we need to ask ourselves
(The answer is YES)



Ideas crossing boundaries

1. Can I bring other debugging techniques to my writing? 
2. What can I bring from my writing to my coding?



Download starter vault
https://github.com/belen-albeza/obsidian-starter-vault



Resources

• “Learning How to Learn” course in 
Coursera 

• Obsidian app 

• How to create MOCs video by Nick 
Milo 

• Starter vault repository 

• “A Brief History & Ethos of the Digital 
Garden” article 

• The Zettlekasten Method website

mentioned in the talk

https://www.coursera.org/learn/learning-how-to-learn
https://obsidian.md/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUq8Pun28FI
https://github.com/belen-albeza/obsidian-starter-vault
https://maggieappleton.com/garden-history
https://maggieappleton.com/garden-history
https://zettelkasten.de/posts/overview/

